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SIBYLS IN ANJOU

En litterature et en art de toutes les epoques les sibylles symbolisent Vintuition des
idees erudites, presque impossible pour tout le monde a prevoir. Les ceuvres litte-
raires dans lesquelles on trouve les sibylles ont inspire leurs representations dans
les eglises medievales. En plus, Veglise medievale voulait presenter les prophe-
tesses qui avangaient ces doctrines; ily a beaucoup de representations qui meritent
un examen precis. Le corps de la doctrine chretienne, les sibylles sur lafagade Ouest
de Saint-Maurice a Angers et celles sculptees sur les stalles du chceur comman-
dees pour Veglise de Saint-Pierre a Avrille-les-Angers et actuellement aux
Ponts-de-Ce (Maine-et-Loire) - sont en train de communiquer les verites ecrites.
Des comparaisons de leurs representations aux autres oeuvres montrent que Vevo-
lution de I'iconographie sibylline reflete des changements quant aux idees religieuses
et aux principes esthetiques.

Several medieval authors begin their works on sibyls with the etymo-
logy of the word « sibyl». For example, Rabanus Maurus (776-856)
writes in « De Sibyllis », that in Aeolian sios means « God » and boulen

means « spirit ». The sibyl is the « spirit of God1 ». Because of her
prophetic powers, she can reveal the word of God and serve as an inter-
mediary between God and human beings. In Antiquity, the sibyl, such
as the Pythian sibyl at Delphi, communicated oracles about future
events, which she received from the voice of Apollo. She played a
passive role in blindly receiving and repeating orally the words of her god.
In the Middle Ages the sibyl becomes a priestess, for she teaches the word
of God and assumes an active role in imparting Christian truths.

An illustration of ten sibyls in the eleventh-century manuscript of
Rabanus Maurus' De universo shows ten women seated in groups of five
on two facing benches2. They wear long, attractive robes, shoes, and the

1 Monte Cassino, manuscript 132, c. 1023. De universo, Book XV, ch. 3,« De Sibyllis.»
Raoul de Presles, in his free translation of Augustine's City of God offers theosbule:
theos « God » and bule « word » or « sermon » (1371-1375; Willard, p. 337);
Giovanni Boccaccio (c. 1375) translates the word as « divine mind or bearer of God
in the mind » (Concerning Famous Women, p. 41); and Christine de Pizan (1405)
adds to these explanations that« sibyl » is a title of office (City of Ladies, p. 92).

2 The Index of Christian Art at Princeton University has a photocopy of a published
photograph of this illustration. I would like to thank the following people for their
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group on the right have their heads veiled. Inkwell, pen, knife, open
books, parchment, and portable writing tables suggest the classroom. The
sibyls recorded their prophecies, for Christianity is a religion that privi-
leges the written word Books reveal the medieval enthusiasm for learning
as much as they symbolize acceptance of authority. Thus, sibyls in the
Middle Ages are depicted with books, tablets, or phylacteries, as they parti-
cipate in the transmission of written truths, a form of translatio studii.
The medieval world celebrated the ten sibyls for having written about
the Incarnation, the Nativity, and various episodes in Jesus' life, Passion,
Crucifixion, and Resurrection, and the iconography of the sibyls under-
lines Christological thinking. At a time when some heretics denied the virgin
birth and others denied the divine nature of Jesus, ecclesiastics promoted
the illustration of these prophetesses in their churches. Because of their
wisdom, the virgin sibyls could accompany prophets and kings, and after
the mid-fifteenth century, when their number increased to twelve, they
were paired with the apostles3. Art was at the service of religion.

generous help at various stages of my research on sibyls : Dr. Colum Hourihane,
Director, for helping me to find pictures in the collection at Princeton; Dr. Christopher
Henige, University of Wisconsin, for his permission to use the two photographs of
the sibyls at Saint-Martin-aux-Bois (All other pictures are from my collection);
several colleagues, especially Dr. Toufic Hakim, Director, Office of Research, ana1

Dr. Mark Lender, Dean of the Graduate School, as well as the Deans of the School
of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, for reducing my teaching load and
granting me funds for travel to conferences, as well as to the distant libraries and
churches discussed here.

In his City of God (c. 413-426), Augustine speaks of Varro's text (« Varro asserts
that there were a number of Sibyls » p. 849) and of Lactantius' (« He presents them
one by one, » p. 851) without stating how many sibyls these writers listed, and he
acknowledges confusion of their names and prophecies. Apparently Lactantius,
following Varro's text (116-27 BCE, no copy extant), established the official list of
ten sibyls in his Divinae Institutiones (c. 250-317; first book printed in Italy, 1465),
which several writers, such as Rabanus, Isidore of Seville and Vincent of Beauvais
repeated when writing about sibyls. Interestingly, Christine de Pizan (1364-C.1430)
questions the original number of sibyls (« some maintain there were only nine »
City of Ladies, p. 91). It is generally agreed that the ten (Persica, Libyca, Delphica,
Cimmeria, Erythraea, Samos, Cumana, Hellespontina, Phrygica, Tiburtina) were
joined by two more, Agrippa and Europa.A French xylographic album of c.l 482,
Rationarium Evangelisfarium, illustrates twelve sibyls. In Italy, twelve sibyls were illus-
trated as early as 1420-1425, the date for the frescos in the Orsini Palace, Rome.
The medieval sibyls are the creation of ecclesiastics and artists.
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Sibyls were included in the iconographic programs of several churches
in Anjou. In addition to the frescoes at Notre Dame Church at Cunault,
which are barely visible today4, sibyls are found at Saint-Maurice Cathedral
in Angers, at Saint-Maurille Church in les Ponts-de-Ce, and perhaps at
the Church of the Trinity in Angers.

At the central portal of the west facade of the Saint-Maurice Cathedral
in Angers, column statues of the sibyls Erythraea and Cumana stand with
the prophet David and another Old Testament figure to the left of the
door, while two other women, perhaps Cassandra (whom Cicero consi-
dered the prototype of the sibyl) and the Queen of Sheba, stand with
Solomon and another prophet to flank the right side. Each of the four
people to the left of the portal carries reading materials. The sibyls wear
veils and crowns, and they are nimbed. Following his City of God (Book
XVIII, ch. 23), the artisans at Angers focused on the sibyls whom
Augustine of Hippo (354-430 CE) considered the most important,
Erythraea and Cumana. As on the archivolt of Notre Dame Cathedral
at Laon, which offers the earliest existing representation of a sibyl in
France (c. 1180-1210), Erythraea holds two tablets, for she is the sibyl
of both the Incarnation and the Last Judgment and eternal reign of
God. Emile Male was able to decipher the writing on her tablets, which
comes from the acrostic poem in The City of God\ and refers to the
eternal Kingdom : ET : P : SECLA : FVTVRVS. Cumana, standing
below her in the next archivolt, points to her scroll, as she does at
Angers (figure 1).

These frescoes are in the north chapel of the ambulatory, and just traces of the
painted sibyls survive. De Clercq writes that there were twelve sibyls with four
evangelists and eight prophets at Cunault. They resembled the illustrations in the
1482-pattem book, as well as the illustrations of sibyls in two Books of Hours printed
by Simon Vostre, one in 1501 for Chartres and another printed in 1506 for
Poitiers. De Clercq claims that these are the same sibyls that are illustrated in other
churches in the Loire Valley (I, p. 32).
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The sibyls are to the right of the Portal of the Nativity, the left portal
on the west facade, and to the left of that portal, Virgil (70 BCE - 19
CE) is seated and writing his fourth eclogue, another work that informs
our discussion of sibyls in Anjou5.

At the center of the portal at Saint-Maurice Cathedral, above the two
groups of four prophetic figures and rows of apostles, patriarchs, and
kings reading books, Christ sits in majesty, showing his open book,
Christ Incarnate, to the observer (figure 2). At the entrance to the cathed-
ral, the Christian is reminded that Jesus reveals Himself as the Divine
Word (John 10 : 9, « I am the door »). Augustine elaborates on this
concept in his Confessions (397-98 CE) where he compares the book,
source of wisdom, to the firmament6. Ernst Curtius writes that the
book is the sign of the Godhead and that it symbolizes salvation in his
chapter « The Book as Symbol7 ».

One might view the compositional plan of the west facade of Saint-
Maurice Cathedral as an illustration of the Tree of Jesse, which shows
the spiritual forefathers of Jesus. Both David, of the family of Jesse, and
Erythraea appear in the thirteenth-century hymn, once attributed to
Thomas of Celano,« Dies Irae » [T)ay of Wrath3], which includes the line,
« As David and the Sibyl proclaim8 ». That hymn, in the liturgy of the
requiem mass, announces Judgment Day and the scheme of salvation.

5 According to Male, scholars followed Honorius of Autun's Speculum Ecclesiae in
devising the iconographic program for the left porch of Laon Cathedral, pp. 147-50.

6 Confessions, XIII, ch. 15, pp. 321 -23.

7 European Literature, pp. 302-47.

8 Augustine reproduces the twenty-seven line acrostic poem that he attributes to the
sibyl Erythraea. It speaks of the cataclysmic events and the judging of souls on
Judgment Day (Book XVIII, ch. 23, p. 850). This apocalyptic view is expressed in
the hymn « Dies irae. » According to Howard Mumford Jones' translation, stanza 1:
« Day of sorrows, dreadful day, / When the world shall pass away, / So David and
the Sibyl say. » And the last stanza: « Day of vengeance, mournful day / When our
dust to life shall sway / And culprit men their judgment see / Then, O my God,
deliver me I ».
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David and the sibyl also appear in illustrations of the Jesse Tree in
manuscripts and stained-glass windows. Inspired by Isaiah 11 : 1 , Jesse
sleeps at the bottom, and the ancestors of Jesus occupy places on the
flowering branches of the tree that grows from him, while the Virgb Mary
might occupy the highest place at the top of the flowering stem, where
Jesus is shown as the fruit of her womb. Some symbolic presentations
of the matrilineal ancestry of Jesus include prophets and sibyls with
scrolls demonstrating their writings on the Incarnation and birth of
Christ. Good examples are the stained-glass windows at the cathedrals
at Soissons (c. 1250)9 and Sens (c. 1500-1512)10. Also in Sens, a Jesse Tree
is carved on the corner of the early sixteenth-century Abraham house,
at the corner of the streets Republique and Jean Cousin. The sibyl, the
second person above the sleeping patriarch, points to her scroll (figures
4 and 5). Additionally, the Jesse Tree is illustrated in several extant
manuscripts showing both the Cumaean and the Erythraean sibyls with
their phylacteries, such as these: one illustrating another work of Rabanus
Maurus, the Ingeborg Psaltern, and a lectionary from Cologne12. The
thirteenth-century Jesse Tree window in the chancel of Saint-Maurice

9 Male, Gothic Image, p. 339.

10 This window is above the Notre-Dame Chapel on the east side of the south
transept at Saint-Etienne Cathedral, Sens. Jesse occupies the two center vertical
panels (1500-1502). The sibyls, like the kings of Judah, emerge from stylized lilies
that are entwined in the branches. The Virgin Mary and Jesus are seated at the
top. The haloed and veiled sibyl on the right, directly above Jesse's head and facing
the observer, is pointing to her book, while the one on the left wears a veil, is drawn
in profile and points to the tree. Above the sibyl on the right, a donkey is singing
and dancing « Donkey Mass », a parody of the mass performed by clerics to cele-
brate the Feast of the Fools.

11 Among the photocopies of the Jesse Tree in the Index of Christian Art at Princeton
University, these two manuscripts merit consideration because they inform the
iconography of the sibyls in Anjou.

1) Douai, Bibliotheque Publique, ms. 340. The miniature in this late twelfth-century
manuscript of Rabanus Maurus' « De laudibus s. cwces » identifies eight people
who are standing in framed niches. Five men carry phylacteries bearing their
names, and two have their names inscribed in the framework above them. The
woman, second from the bottom on the left side, like Solomon, directly above her,
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Cathedral, Angers, does not contain sibyls. Would the compositional
scheme of this cathedral include sibyls in other places ? Might we find
paintings of sibyls under the paneling placed against the walls enclosing
the choir, which the father of David d'Angers carved ? We must recall

points her right hand to her head. Her phylactery says « SIBILLA. » The prophet
at the top left, as well as David, Mary, and the sibyl, wear shoes. Seated on
tendrils of the stylized tree above Jesse are David and Mary, who are crowned,
and then Jesus, the only nimbed image. The head of a dove is at the center of His
head.

2) Chantilly, Musee Conde, ms. 1697 (c. 1200), contains a full-page miniature
at the beginning of the psalter with a sibyl and five prophets standing on the
sides, beyond the stylized branches of the tree emerging from Jesse. Each prophet
is nimbed and four hold phylacteries inscribed with a verse from their books (on
the left, Malachi, Daniel, and Amos; to the right, Ezekiel), while Aaron (bottom,
right) points to the flowering branch. The sibyl, with long blond hair, is crowned
and wears a long veil draped over her left shoulder, and she gathers it at her waist.
Her queenly attire features a long robe with trim at the v-shaped neckline and hem
and a thick belt. She is crowned but not nimbed, and her phylactery identifies her:
« Omnia cessabunt telus confracta peribit». Doves approach the ears of each of
the six, at the left and right margins, symbolizing their gifts of prophetic language.
At the center, in ascending order, a king plays a viol, David plays the harp, Mary
is veiled and crowned, and, at the top, Jesus, nimbed, holds a book in his left hand
and raises his right hand in a gesture of blessing.

12 Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, ms. 9222, fol. 49r. Evangelarium. Thirteenth century.
Provenance, Monastic Church of Saints Martin and Eliphe, Cologne. There are no
prophets. Mary, the first person on the branch above the sleeping Jesse, is seated
at the center of the page. She is veiled and nimbed. The adult Jesus, with beard,
long hair, and bare feet is placed directly above her, at the top of the tree. He is
nimbed and the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, each indicated by a dove in a circle,
form a crown above his head. The two sibyls, veiled, nimbed, and holding scrolls
are seated behind Mary, to her left and right. Nimbed angels with long hair are
above the sibyls, to their left and right and on each side of Jesus. The sibyl to the
left holds a scroll, which begins: « Hie est Deus notre...» and the scroll of the sibyl
on the right ends the verse from John 1:1: « non estimabitus alius absque Mo ».
('In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God/) . The verse on Jesus' scroll, which continues down the tree and is completed
on Mary's scroll, comes from Isaiah 4 :1 : « And seven women shall take hold of
one man in that day, saying, 'We will eat our own bread and wear our own
clothes, only let us be called by your name; take away our reproach' ». The
tendrils, haloes, phylacteries, and the doves are painted with gold. I thank the curator
at the Royal Library for his permission to examine this luxuriously illuminated
manuscript.
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that the sibyls painted on the walls of the Saint-Eloi chapel at Amiens
(Somme, c. 1506) were covered up with paneling until 184413.
Furthermore, the wall paintings of sibyls at Saint-Etienne Cathedral,
Auxerre (Yonne, c. 1548), were covered up with an organ, which hides
them from the public today14.

Sibyls for Avrille-lez-Angers

The order of monks of Grandmont, founded at Avrille-lez-Angers in
1178, was dissolved during the Revolution. In 1802 upon the destruc-
tion of its church, Saint-Pierre, Cure Gazeau retrieved the choir stalls
and had them taken to les Ponts-de-Ce for installation in Saint-Maurille
Church where they remain today. In the chancel there are four banks
of twelve choir stalls (arranged in groups of 2,4,4, and 2). The end panels
of the two groups of two stalls reveal that they were probably connected
at one time.

The Saint-Pierre, Avrille, choir stalls are quite different from other choir
stalls made in France, especially those produced at the beginning of the

13 As my photograph shows, the frescoes are in deplorable condition, even though
they were restored in 1853 and again before 1939. The dean, Adrien de
Henencourt, was responsible for the decoration of the chapel with sibyls, who can
be identified by inscriptions of their names or by the contents of the writing on their
scrolls, or, in the case of Cumana, her book. Upon entering this chapel, which honors
the sanctified thirteenth-century bishop of Noyon, the sibyls in the first four arcades
at the right are Tiburtina, Cumana, Erythraea, and Phrygica, and three of the four
in the next grouping can be identified as Delphica, Persica, and Europa.

14 Sibyls figured in the iconographic plan at Auxerre Cathedral. Besides the wall pain-
tings in the Saint George Chapel, there are busts of two sibyls in the ambulatory
(second quarter of the thirteenth century), one of which has the name « SIBILLA ».
Writing in the 1930s, Rene Fourrey states that there is a sibyl on the facade of the
central portal, seated among the prophets who are listening to angels speaking
into their ears. As the tympanum illustrates the Last Judgment, he concludes that
the sibyl is Erythraea. As for the sibyls inside the cathedral, he believes that there
would have been two rows of medallions about 83 centimeters high, and conjec-
tures about the third row, bringing the number to twelve.
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sixteenth century, with an emphasis on humanist and secular concepts,
including the joining of sibyls and virtues, such as those made for the
chapel of the Chateau de Gaillon (Eure), in a workshop where Lombard
artisans joined the French in placing Renaissance motifs in medieval archi-
tectural settings, and the monumental, highly ornamented choir stalls of
fine wood at Auch (Gers) and Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges (Haute
Garonne). Carved for a monastic church at Saint-Pierre, Avrille, the
decoration of the light oak choir stalls is sober, and it retains a medieval
sensibility. The prophets and sibyls are not merely decorative ; rather,
they are the embodiment of Church doctrine. Nevertheless, the same
language of ornamentation is used on the choir stalls in this period, the
most important period for the illustration of sibyls in France. Hence,
sacred and profane, pagan and Christian elements are juxtaposed, as they
are in contemporary literary works.

like a Book of Nature, the stalls are carved with vegetation and birds
and a total of 62 figures or scenes. There are carvings on each of the
twelve misericords, twelve figures on the arm rests, two heads at the tops
of the decorated end panels, two bas reliefs on the end panels, the four
evangelists, Ecclesia and Saint Peter, as well as seven pairs of sibyls and
prophets on the dorsal panels. The twenty carvings of those figures are
of equal size. Along the framework at the top of the choir stalls, there
are fourteen angels, holding either a musical instrument or an object asso-
ciated with the Passion of Jesus Christ - crown of thorns, whips, and
horn - which are presented in other churches as attributes of the sibyls.

The two banks with four choir stalls facing the congregation are of
particular interest The dorsal panel of each stall offers two rounded
arches, with a sibyl standing at the left and a prophet to her right. The
decorated columns supporting the arches extend beneath the couples and
into the framework, where the artisans identified them by carving their
names on the base of the framework beneath them. Each of the sibyls
has a phylactery behind her while each prophet points to a line on his
phylactery, which he holds in front of him. The sibyls have bare feet, while
the prophets, except for Jonah and Malachi, wear shoes. The sibyls
wear veils, indicating their priestly functions.
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In contrast to the other women discussed here, these figures have a
heavy build and look like peasants. Each person wears a unique costume,
though the choices do not correspond to their geographical place of origin
(note that Jeremiah wears a phrygian cap while Phrygica wears an elabo-
rately carved crown over her veil). Instead of attempting to depict
costumes from different countries, the artisans seem to present a fashion
show of garments for ecclesiastics and, for the laity, the latest styles of
robes, featuring lace, pleated sleeves, ornate belts and head coverings of
various types.

Going from left to right in the first grouping of four, the order is as
follows : Cimmeria (CIVTMIE) and David; Erythraea (ERICHEE) and
Ezekiel (EBECHIEL); Persica (PERSE) and Isaiah (OSEE); Cumana
(CUMAINE) with Daniel. The next bank of four pairs presents Iibyca
(LIBIQUE) and Jeremiah ; Saint Peter and Ecclesia, each holding a
bible; and then two more pairs of sibyls and prophets, but with the order
of the male and female reversed, the prophet to the left and the sibyl to
his right : Jonah and Hellespontina (HELSPONTINE) join Malachi
and Phrygica (FRIGEE). These combinations of prophets and sibyls
differ from other pairs, which seem to indicate individual aesthetic
preferences15. For example, on the back of his altarpiece,« The Adoration
of the Lamb » (1420-1432), in St Bavo Cathedral, Ghent, Belgium, Van
Eyck paired Zechariah with Erythraea and Cumana with Micah. In the
« Sala delle Sibille » of the Borgia apartments at the Vatican, Pinturicchio
matches Ezekiel with Cimmeria and Jeremiah with Phrygica (c. 1494)16.
Michelangelo painted five sibyls with seven prophets on the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel. He placed two of them, Jonah and Zechariah, above
the entrance and exit. He identified the sibyls by their names and placed
them opposite their counterparts : Delphica and Joel, Persica and Daniel,

15 Five gifts of the spirit are listed in 1 Corinthians 14:26: psalm, doctrine, tongue,
revelation, interpretation. Isaiah lists seven gifts, and, according to Wind,
Michelangelo illustrated them on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel (1510x1512) :
sapientia, intelledus, concilium, fortitudo, scientia, pietas, Timor Domini.

16 Bernardino di Betto, c. 1454-1513. The Art of the Popes, p. 107.
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Iibyca and Jeremiah. At the center Erythraea and Isaiah, who proph-
esied the Incarnation of the Messiah who would bring about a kingdom
of peace and prosperity, are opposite each other, and Cumana and
Ezekiel, who foretold the birth and establishment of the Church of
Christ, are next to them. Michelangelo's choices and groupings differ from
the workshop that produced the choir stalls at Saint-Pierre, Avrille.

Rather than discuss the sibyls in the order in which they are presented
on the choir stalls at les Ponts-de-Ce, I shall begin with those who are
represented in the traditional manner and pose, therefore, few problems.
Attributes for several sibyls differed, depending on the date, place,
aesthetic tastes, skills, and the point of view of the workshop. I shall
attempt to show how they differ from those produced for a few other
French churches between the end of the fifteenth century and 1537, date
for the production of the doors at Saint-Pierre, Beauvais (Oise), the
latest sibyls discussed here.

1. Perse Persica wears an eastern crown and a long braid, and,
as in all representations, she carries a lantern, signifying the arrival of the
Savior, Sight of the world. Similar depictions include a late fifteenth-
century stone bas-relief at the cathedral in Rodez (Aveyron) ; a wood
carving on the paneling at Saint-Etienne Church, Beauvais (c. 1530); and
the dorsal panel of a Gaillon choir stall (1508 x 1510)17. Representations
of Persica at Rodez and at Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges (completed
1535) include the dragon at her feet (figures 8, 9).

2. Iibique Iibyca appears to hold, at an angle across her body, the
taper, as seen at Sainte-Marie Cathedral, Auch (1507 x 1513) (figure 3).

17 At Saint-Etienne, Beauvais, the paneling displayed on the walls in the choir juxta-
poses bas-relief carvings of cardinal and theological virtues, saints, and twelve sibyls
without veils or phylacteries.

Rolland le Roux supervised the construction, in intarsia, of the choir stalls for the
chapel at Georges d'Amboise's Castle of Gaillon. Twelve of them are set up in Saint-
Denis Cathedral, Paris. Six feature sibyls (Hellespontina, Erythraea, Delphica,
Cumana, Tiburtina, Persica), and six illustrate virtues (Faith, Charity, Fortitude,
Temperance, Justice, Prudence).
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In later representations, it is possible sometimes to identify Iibyca by her
Negroid facial features and exotic jewelry, as at Aix-en-Provence (1504 x 1511).

3. Frigee The young Phrygica holds a Roman cross, which, like
her crown, extends beyond the allotted space for the figure and into the
rounded arch. Generally a banner hangs from the cross, symbolizing the
Crucifixion and the Resurrection.

4. Helspontine The veiled Hellespontina is bent over by the
weight of the large Roman cross, referring to the Passion of Christ
(figure 4). She is ancient, with large facial features, especially the deeply
incised eyes, frowning mouth, and square jaw line. Her hands are big,
yet feminine and in proportion to her frame. She resembles Cumana, who
is typically depicted in literature and in art as an ancient, muscular
Amazon. In contrast, the sibyl on the Gaillon choir stall is an elegant lady
holding a Tau cross, the type most frequently illustrated with
Hellespontina. Note the jewel on her belly.

5. Civimie Cimmeria is blindfolded and carries the cradle of the
Nativity, while David points with his right index finger to the passage
announcing the birth of the Messiah (figure 14). To my knowledge no
other depiction of a sibyl is blindfolded. Justice is frequently shown as
blindfolded, but on the Gaillon stall, the blindfold is worn across the fore-
head as an ornament, while Temperance wears a cloth over her mouth
to keep it shut. The Saint-Pierre, Avrille, depiction of Cimmeria offers
contrast as well to the commentary above on the hymn « Dies irae » and
illustrations of the Jesse Tree. In earlier depictions of the sibyl of the nati-
vity, Cumana holds the cradle. Cimmeria carries the cradle (or casket -
resurrected Christ and rebirth) at Saint-Etienne Church, Beauvais. Both
Cimmeria and Cumana are among the ten sibyls sculpted on the north
portal at the Saint-Pierre Cathedral in Beauvais (1537)18. There, Cimmeria,

18 Sculpted by Jean le Pot in 1537, the twin doors of the portal of Saint-Pierre
Cathedral, Beauvais, show the sibyls paired with four evangelists and four doctors
of the Church. The prophetesses wear veils, carry scrolls, and are recognized by
their attributes. One large sibyl flanks smaller sculptures of four evangelists on the
left door and four doctors of the church on the right: from left to right: Erythraea,
John, Cumana, Matthew, Samos, Mark, Rersica, Luke, Libyca; Cimmeria, Augustine,
Tiburtina, Gregory, Delphica, Jerome, Agrippa, Ambrose, Phyrgica.
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at the center, carries the cradle while Cumana, to her left, carries the sacer-
dotal towel and loaf of bread. At Saint-Pierre, Beauvais, the sibyls carved
on the door also appear in stained glass beneath the north rose window,
which is above that portal. In the window, Cumana carries a baby. In a
window at Auch, on a choir stall at Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges, and
on the door to Saint-Sauveur Cathedral in Aix-en-Provence, Cimmeria
carries a horn of plenty to symbolize spiritual fertility and abundance
(some critics claim that it would be used to feed the infant Jesus), while
Samos carries the cradle (figure 18). One of Arnaud de Mole's stained-
glass windows at Auch, like a choir stall at Saint-Bertrand-de-Comminges,
attributes the foretelling of the birth of Jesus to the sibyl Samos. Besides
holding the cradle, she appears to be pregnant (though several of the
exuberantly drawn sibyls on the windows at Auch stand in dramatic
postures and display protruding bellies), and beneath her is the nativity
scene with this explanation : « Vint et quatre ans eut / Sibille Sarnie quant
elk dist».

6. Erichee Erythraea holds the flower of the Incarnation in her
left hand - symbolizing the flowering rod of Aaron - and the sacerdotal
shawl or towel in her right hand. In contrast to her attributes in early
works, Erythraea is depicted most frequently with flowers in bloom, either
lilies or roses, signifying virginity. She carries a lily on the Saint-Pierre,
Avrille, choir stalls, on the wood carving in Saint-Etienne Church,
Beauvais, on the Gaillon choir stall, and on the choir stall and window
at Auch (in the chapel of the Sacred Heart of Mary, with Noah, Ezekiel,
and Peter). At the back of Van Eyck's triptych,« The Adoration of the
Lamb », Erythraea (painted opposite Cumana) carries the lily, which, like
the rose, came to be considered a marial symbol of chastity and divine
love. Beneath Erythraea is a narrow room with a view on the street. A
room for ablutions, there is a towel hanging on a rack and a basin and
pitcher on a table. The priests, and by extension, the sibyls, would
perform ritual cleansings before religious services. The sibyls wear veils
over their heads, indicating their priestly functions. In addition, three sibyls
are superimposed like medallions in a stained-glass window on the door
from the choir to the sacristy at the abbey church at Saint-Martin-aux-
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Bois (Oise, 1520 x 1530). As if in a procession, Erythraea, at the bottom,
carries the mystical rose ; Cumana, in the middle, has the towel/prayer
shawl and carries either a bowl or a loaf of bread (figure 5)19. A window
in Saint-Etienne Church, Beauvais, shows Erythraea with a rose, Cumana
with a cloth and a loaf of bread, but the name Delphica, not Cimmeria,
is written beneath the sibyl holding the cradle (figure 6).

7. Cumaine The seventh sibyl, Cumana, carries, in a cloth stret-
ched out before her, a loaf of bread, which is incised with a cross, as it
is at Saint-Martin-aux-Bois. This is seen in several other sixteenth-
century carvings. For example, she carries three loaves of bread, perhaps
symbolizing the Trinity, at Saint-Etienne Church, Beauvais. We learn in
the gospels that Jesus is the living bread and the true food of the soul.
Also, we note that Cumana's bread on the Saint-Pierre, Avrille, choir stall
resembles the two representations of the world that are carved on the
misericords in that set20. Cumana, on the choir stall at Saint-Bertrand-
de Comminges carries in her right hand a round loaf of bread, which
resembles a globe of the world, and with her left hand she points to
herself, perhaps indicating her prophecy.

Comparison of representations of Cumana in these churches help us to
understand her depiction on the Saint-Pierre, Avrille, choir stall, and it

19 The third sibyl, at the top of the door, is Europa. She carries the double-edged sword,
for she foretold the Massacre of the Innocents and the Flight into Egypt (Matt: 2:16).
De Clercq identifies the sibyl with the bread as Samos, though he says that
Cumana was first drawn with a cradle and then with bread (I, pp. 17-18). He calls
the sibyl with the cradle at Aix-en-Provence Samos. Christopher Henige has called
Cumana's vessel a porringer, which would be used to feed the infant Jesus.

20 There are at least two images of disorder in the world on the misericords : the world-
upside-down and « la boule aux rats ». The latter shows a hand holding the globe
with a cross at the top, but four rats nibble at it as if it were cheese. Reasons for
the rats eroding the globe might include the investiture controversy, heresies, wars
of religion, political crises, diseases, such as the bubonic plague. In the context
of the Saint-Pierre, Arville, choir stalls, the ideal Christian world requires accep-
tance of the teachings of the prophets and sibyls, which is spiritual nourishment.
Hypocritical monks and knights in the nocturnal world of the misericords reject their
lessons. In preferring cheese to the bread of salvation, they threaten world peace
and prosperity.
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also helps us to identify the unnamed sibyl on the Gaillon choir stalls,
whose phylactery states simply « Sibilla ». In her right hand this noble-
woman holds a thin scepter with the tip upright; she carries on her left
forearm the sacerdotal cloth ; and she holds her left hand beneath her
naked belly. Her dress is cut at the midriff to reveal a large navel ;
however, intarsia proved to be a difficult technique for the illustration
of the womb/cosmic egg/omphalos, considered to be the center of
the world and the place from which Apollo uttered his oracles at Delphi.
Similarly, in Virgil's epic poem, Aeneas meets the Cumaean sibyl at the
entrance to her cave-temple, and they descend to the underworld to learn
about the hero's destiny, an act of returning to the womb. Those notions
inform the late medieval iconographer's attempt to define Cumana as
sibyl of the nativity. At Saint-Sauveur Cathedral in Aix-en-Provence,
Cumana is found in the middle position of the bottom row of sibyls
carved on the door on the right21. Carlo De Clercq speaks of her in this
way:«la Cumane vue defaceporte I'organe de la maternite'». Male calls this
object«I'apanage de lafeminite>\ while Louis Reau, calls it« un coquillage
appele vulgairement pucelage ou vulve de vierge »(uterus virginity22. As we have
seen, it might be a cradle (symbol of the uterus), or it might resemble a

21 Carlo De Clercq's discussion of the twelve sibyls carved on the twin doors at the
entrance to this cathedral is especially enlightening, as the caretakers are reluc-
tant to remove the protective panels from the doors. I was permitted to look very
briefly at the left door, but no one may view the right one. As my photograph reveals,
most of the attributes of the sibyls have been destroyed, possibly crushed by the
shuttered doors placed over them (figure 18). The doors were designed by the
brothers Raimond and Jean de Bothil, and they were produced in the workshop
of Jean Guiremand. In his article, De Clercq includes photographs of four sibyls
and identifies three : Libyca on the left door, Persica with her lantern, and Samos.
He names the sibyl with the horn of plenty Cimmeria, explaining that that is her
attribute in the 1482-album (I, pp. 36, 39). My photograph shows six sibyls placed
in two rows of three. In the top row, Europa with the remains of a sword might be
on the left, and Hellespontina with the Tau cross might be on the top right. In the
bottom row, Libyca is on the left; Cimmeria or Samos holds the horn of plenty;
Tiburtina holds what appears to be the remains of a glove, emblem of the hand
that slapped Jesus. Sibyls occupy the top half of each door, while two prophets occupy
the bottom half.

22 De Clercq, p. 3 1 . Male, p. 269. Reau, p. 427. He also tells the myth about Jupiter's
throwing testicles into the sea, from which Venus was born.
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bowl, a basin, or a porringer, and, on a choir stall at Auch, the recep-
tacle is a plate. Also, it might be a loaf of bread or the round ball/roll
with a cross, such as at Saint-Pierre, Avrille. Elsewhere, it looks like a
seashell, which reminds us of Botticelli's painting of the birth of Venus,
out of a shell. Furthermore, imagery for the Immaculate Conception of
Mary includes the pearl enclosed in its shell. This type of representation
is not new, for in the museum at Antalya, Turkey, a second century
Roman statue of Minerva, goddess of wisdom, wears a scallop shell on
her belly, at the navel.

Besides the relationship between bread and the Eucharist or the body
of Christ, bread symbolizes fecundity and perpetuation. Yoshikawa's
article on the concept of the womb as bake oven is helpful in clarifying
the nature of Cumana's attribute. According to medieval embryology,
the mother is an oven in which the fetus is cooked. The divine feminine
principle is a life-giving vessel, just as Mary is the bearer and baker of
the living bread. The womb is the vessel of transformation, and, when
placed next to the Virgin, it signifies the Virgin herself23. Thus, all of the
containers that the sibyls carry are emblems of the fruit of the womb,
Christ Incarnate.

In the fresco at Amiens, the magnificently dressed Cumaean sibyl is
seated. She holds a closed book in her left hand and, with the majesty
of the sculpture of God at Saint-Maurice, Angers, she raises the book
in her right hand24. The page is opened to Virgil's fourth eclogue, and
it reproduces lines 5-7. Much of the writing is still legible (figure7)25. The

23 Yoshikawa, pp. 88 -89 .
24 The sibyl, who explains the mysteries of both divine and human nature, holds phylac-

teries or books, emblems of her office, to show that she adheres to the teachings
of Christ, Logos. In addition to being drawn with books in the fresco at Amiens,
Cumana carries a book on the choir stall at Auch (c. 1513).

25 Eclogue 4 (45-37 BCE), lines 4 -8 :
Ultima Cumaei vemt mm carmmis aetas, The last age of the Cumaean prophecy has come now
magnus ab mtegro saeclorum nascitur ordo the great cycle of periods is born anew
lam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturma regtna, Now returns the Maid, returns the reign of Saturn
lam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto now from high heaven a new generation comes down
Tu modo nascenti puero, quo ferrea primum et do thou at that boy's birth, in whom the iron race
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speaker, the Cumaean sibyl, addresses Pollio and announces the immi-
nent birth of a boy who will become divine and usher in the reign of
Saturn, a golden age of peace and justice. l ike the emperor Constantine,
who believed that this 74-line pastoral poem announced the birth of Jesus
Christ, Augustine discusses his interpretation in The City of God. Augustine
helped to make Virgil's poetry known, as he contributed to the interest
in sibyls in the Middle Ages. Moreover, he established Cumana's repu-
tation as the sibyl of the nativity, although, as we have seen, artisans
emphasized various moments in the birth and infancy of Jesus Christ26.

Several literary works inform Cumana's personality and physical features.
The Aeneid (29-18 BCE) is the most influential book on her depiction
in medieval literature. On the Saint-Pierre, Avrille, choir stall, she has
an ecstatic air, which recalls the platonic concept of madness caused by
inspiration of divine origin. The Latin poet writes that she would chew
sacred plants, allow snakes to bite her, and, filled with the spirit of God,
she is plena deo21. Cumana is ancient, and we learn the story of her
advanced age in Ovid's Metamorphoses (5 CE)28. Her one wish is that
Apollo, whose love she has spumed, permit her to live as many years
as grains of sand she picks up in her hand ; unfortunately, she forgets
to ask him for eternal youth. She was already 700 years old when Aeneas
visited her, and, after withering away to only a voice, she died three
hundred years later in Sicily.
In 328 CE, Ausonius of Bordeaux refers to the Cumaean sibyl in his eight-

26 Augustine notes the confusion between Cumana and Erythraea, p. 8 5 1 . Christine
de Pizan speaks of Erythraea as the sibyl of both the Incarnation and the Day of
Judgment, and she paraphrases Augustine's acrostic poem. However, she errs in
connecting Cumana to Augustus Caesar (City of Ladies, p. 95; Epistre Othea,
pp. 119-20). Upon the miraculous vision of the Virgin and Child, the sibyl tells the
emperor, who asked whether or not he should permit the senate to deify him, that
a Virgin will give birth to the true Savior (see also Voragine, p. 40). Tiburtina, not
Cumana, is the sibyl of the legend of « ara coeli ». Representations of this legend
proliferated, perhaps to countercheck denial of the divinity of Jesus Christ.

27 The Aeneid. Ill, 593-95 . The Latin poem was printed in Strasbourg in 1502, and
a French translation was printed there in 1509.

28 Book XIV, lines 101-50, pp. 314-15 .
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line love poem, which he addresses to his wife29. He wants them to
enjoy a long life together: « Let me be older than old Nestor's years, /
And you the Sibyl, if we heed it not». In linking the sibyl to the old general
of Homer's epic poems, this Christian poet underlines the notion of
wisdom that comes with age. Following the tradition established by
Virgil in his Aeneid, writers of courtesy books for princes also tie old age
to wisdom, so the Cumaean sibyl can guide her pupil on a journey of
education around the earth and up to the heavens in Christine de Pizan's
Le Chemin de long estude (1403).

In literature and in art, the sibyl symbolizes the intuiting of arcane
knowledge. In The Aeneid, the Cumaean sibyl is associated with the
transmission of written truths, and, as we learn, she writes on loose
tree leaves. Unfortunately the wind blows them away. In the last canto
of Dante's Commedia^ after seeing a sibyl in paradise, the poet compares
sibylline oracles to God's Book of the Universe, and he says that he wants
to write about his journey so that what he has learned will be remem-
bered :« Even so the sunbeam doth the snow unseal; / So was the Sibyl's
saying lost inert / Upon the thin leaves for the wind to steal». (Paradiso,
XXXIII, 64-66).

In the Middle Ages, the sibyls, who explain the mysteries of both divine
and human nature, hold phylacteries or books to identify them as
prophetesses, but also to show that they accept Jesus and the teachings
of the Church. They do not simply receive knowledge from a god. As
Guillaume de Machaut (c. 1300-1377) writes in « La Fonteinne amou-
reuse », the sibyls are scholars : « dis Sebilles / Qui sages furent et
abilles / Et qui tant fort estudierent30». In the same poem, the poet will
praise Cumana for her skill in interpreting « the Dream of the Nine
Suns , a popular medieval tale. The depiction of sibyls with books might
refer as well to the legend of the Cumaean sibyl who outwits Tarquin,

29 Latin Poetry in Verse Translation, p. 313.
30 Oeuvres, III, lines 1 71 -73; lines 2647-694.
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last king of Rome, for she sells him three books of prophecies for the
price that she had asked for nine. Christine de Pizan repeats this popular
story (folktale type J 166.1) in her City of Ladies (II, 3)31.

While directors of workshops who designed iconographic programs
for books and churches might have been educated in the liberal arts and
would have, therefore, known literary works featuring sibyls, the artisans
were most likely illiterate. Still they could have known folktales that
contain the same motifs (prophecy from book, type M 302.8 ; sibyl
who writes prophecies on leaves, which are scattered by the winds, type
M 301.21; prophecy through dreams, M 302.7) and recalled them while
executing their responsibilities in the illustration of sibyls32.

To conclude, is Cumana or the pharaoh's daughter carved on the nine-
teenth-century pulpit in the Sainte-Trinite Church, at la Doutre, Angers ?
At the top of the pulpit, there is an Annunciation scene. The Angel
Gabriel carries a flowering branch of lilies, while the Holy Spirit appears
to Mary who is kneeling at an altar before a book. Inscribed beneath that
scene:« Et verbum carofactum est». There are four sculptures at the base:
Noah with his ark, David with his lyre, Daniel holding a scroll in the lions'
den, and a woman with a cradle (figure 8). Considering our discussion
of the sibyl of the nativity, we would identify this sibyl as Cumana.
However, a retired nun serving as guide in this church was eager to talk
about this pulpit, and she identified the woman as Pharaoh's daughter
who found the infant Moses in the stream.

In the Middle Ages in France, the artists who painted illustrations of sibyls
in devotional books or carved them in stone and wood for churches idea-
lized them and treated them with the same respect that they showed to
the prophets of the Old Testament and the apostles of the New

31 Christine honors the sibyls in City of Ladies, Book II, chapters 1 -3 . The sibyls are
the precious stones with which she and Rectitude will build mansions for the saintly
inhabitants of her new city. The source for her chapter on Cumana is Boccaccio's
portrait in his Concerning Famous Women.

32 Thompson, vol. 4.
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Testament, and some artists viewed the virgin prophetesses as saints and
provided them with the nimbus. Moreover, the Church would have
promoted the illustration of these wise women to further its teachings,
and the iconography of the sibyls evolved, reflecting changes in religious
thinking, as well as aesthetics. The last stage of this evolution, which
emphasized the concept of auctoritas, occurred shortly before the Church
banned sibyls from religious buildings. During the religious wars in
France, frescoes were covered up and statues were vandalized or comple-
tely destroyed in an attempt to purge pagan features from Christianity.
Among the Christians, Protestants denounced the sibyls and their claim
to prophetic powers. Furthermore, the sibyls were diabolized, like all
supernatural women, when women were being accused of witchcraft.
After the conclusion of the Council of Trent in 1563, representations
of the virtues rather than sibyls ornamented public buildings to remind
the public of social and religious truths.

Irene E. GNARRA

Kean University
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